Intracerebral influences on the microstructure of receptive fields of cat visual cortex.
Effects of electrical stimulation of the basal ganglia (caudate nucleus and putamen) and cortex (gyrus proreus and compositus) on the receptive fields and response properties of units in the visual cortex of cats were assessed using single lines, double lines and multiple lines (gratings). In the single line experiment caudate stimulation, significantly increased the spontaneous activity, optimal firing rate and receptive field size of visual cortex neurons whereas putamen stimulation decreased these parameters. Stimulation of gyrus proreus enhanced, while that of gyrus compositus diminished optimal firing rate without affecting spontaneous activity; in addition, stimulation of ipsilateral proreus and compositus increased the receptive field size whereas their contralateral homologues decreased it. In the double line experiment, proreus and caudate stimulation increased the magnitude of the facilitatory effect of progressive separation of the lines over certain ranges whereas compositus and putamen stimulation increased the inhibitory influences. Orientation selectivity and spatial frequency tuning characteristics were unaffected by the electrical stimulation of any of the four sites. Thus three categories of network properties were delineated: those characterized by remaining invariant to any cerebral stimulation; those characterized by overall activation as by basal ganglia stimulation; and those characterized as interactive which were responsive especially to cortical stimulation.